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Local operations teams put our marketing plans into practice in each of our business units. The Coca-Cola
Company also try its best in maintaining a good working environment free of discrimination and harassment
of any kind. This team helps to influence where the company goes by analyzing and predicting future market
trends - so we can keep building a successful business. To ensure that employees can find an open
environment to talk freely about innovative ideas and can communicate openly on various issues. All the
leading global companies have invested in HR management to help employees deliver excellent performance.
A clear example is when the company set up a new operations in some Eastern European countries, there was
need for a well experience financial manager which the company had to provide form Chicago. It deals with
different types of products such as soft drinks, bottled water, tea, sport juices, etc. The company produces over
35, rage of product few of which were mentioned above, with coke being the bench mark and other major
popular varieties include Fanta, Sprite, Coca-Cola, Coke Zero, coke light to mention few. Sales management
involves local subordinates that put the marketing strategies into practice in each business unit sale of the
product. Employee motivation and engagement have become critical to organizational success. The company
values its employee as its best and most valuable asset. In the absence of some of these facilities, operations
could not be smooth and efficient. Apart from good salaries and recognition, it is essential to motivate them
using other means too. Coca-Cola has a franchising model for the production and distribution purposes. This
system ensures a regular cycle of discussions and feedback which recognizes any kinds of gaps and enables
their fulfilment. Information assembled together is what marketers used in identifying new opportunities and
problems and how to go about reaching them and avoiding them respectively. Adding Schweppes product to
its collection yield the company to about 36 new brands in more than countries across the world. Here we take
on big challenges and make bold plans for the future. Day to day, this means meeting with our bottlers, with
third party suppliers to discuss new products, sourcing potential third party bottlers or perhaps negotiating a
contract for work on a new product with a specialized bottler. It is crucial to pay the employees fairly if a
company wishes to attract and retain the best workers. It ensures no discrimination on the basis of age, sex,
religion, place of origin or any other basis. At Coca-Cola Company a career is considered to be a journey
through which employee progress with roles and regulations set within the company, progression not just
about getting promotion but about building experience and capability. The company uses some promotional
tactics to promote it product across the globe. Likewise, the key stakeholders are individuals or companies that
have a substantial influence within the mother company. After that proper training is provided to the
associates based on the review. Human resources if managed well can be a source of competitive advantage.
Contribution of techniques to employee engagement According to Cole Effective Strategies an HRM
department must used to support the achievement of organisational strategy to help the Company in achieving
its goals and objectives. The paper will address tangible resources, intangible resources, and distinctive
capabilities; ultimately tying them to the strengths and weaknesses of the company.


